Abstract. Deblurring is important in many visual systems. This paper presents a novel approach for nonstationary blurred image reconstruction with ringing reduction in a variational Bayesian learning and regularization framework. Our approach makes effective use of the image statistical prior and image local spatial conditions through the whole learning scheme. A nature image statistics based marginal prior distribution is used not only for blur kernel estimation but also for image reconstruction. For an ill-posed blur estimation problem, variational Bayesian ensemble learning can achieve a tractable posterior using an image statistic prior which is translation and scale-invariant. During the deblurring, nonstationary blurry images have stronger ringing effects. We thus propose an iterative reweighted regularization function based on the use of an image statistical prior and image local spatial conditions for perceptual image deblurring.
Introduction
In the digital imaging world, images are often degraded due to blur and noise. These degradations heavily influence the implementation, automation, and robustness of many visual systems. The primary goal of blind image deconvolution is to uniquely define the convolved signals only from one observed image without any other information. It gives opportunities not only for valuable contributions in solving ill-posed problems but also for the practical demands in early vision.
According to the image degradation model, g = h * f + η, where g ∈ L 2 (Ω) is an observed image function and Ω ⊂ R 2 an open bounded domain, the problem is to estimate the original image f with unknown noise η and point spread function (blur kernel) h. The two-dimensional convolution can be expressed as h * f = Hf = F h, where H and F are block-Toeplitz matrices and can be approximated by block-circulant matrices with certain boundary conditions.
Due to the complexity of blurring, we classify blurred images into three main groups, shown in Fig. 1 . The first group in Fig. 1(a) is spatial-invariant blurring. That is, the blur kernel is uniform and stationary for the entire image and can be approximated by one parametric blur kernel like a Gaussian kernel, motion kernel etc. The second group in Fig. 1(b) can be approximated by spatial-invariant blurring. Such a blur kernel is uniform but nonstationary, i.e., the blur kernel cannot be simply represented by a single parametric model. The estimation of blur kernels can thus be considered as a generalization from parametric to nonparametric approximation. The third group in Fig. 1(c) is partial-blurring. Such images are nonuniform spatial-variant blurred and the image deblurring should not influence unblurred regions [1] . In this paper, we focus on the restoration of such nonstationary blurred images.
The Bayesian estimation provides a structured way to include prior knowledge concerning the quantities to be estimated. The Bayesian approach is, in fact, the framework in which the most recent blur kernel estimation methods have been introduced, e.g, simultaneous kernel estimation and image restoration [2] , estimating Bayesian hyperparameters [3] , factorizing kernels into parametric models [4] , [5] , and measuring the strength of discontinuities in Gaussian scale space [6] , etc. However, these methods are limited in certain parametric models to stationary blurred images.
Based on variational Bayesian approaches [7] , [8] , Miskin and Mackay [4] , [5] have firstly applied this method to deal with blind deconvolution using a prior on raw pixel intensities. Results are shown on synthesized image blur. Using an image statistical prior, Fergus et al. [9] have extended this method for removing camera shaking blur from a single blurred image. The blur kernel is estimated and interpolated in high-accuracy using a multi-scale approach [10] . Although the ringing effect has been observed by Fergus et al., the image deblurring is directly using an extended Richardson-Lucy (RL) method without using an image statistical prior and local spatial conditions for deblurring. Inspired by Fergus's et al., in our approach, we use an image statistical prior not only for kernel estimation but also for weighted space-adaptive image deblurring with ringing reduction.
For image deblurring, ringing effects and amplified noise influence the results due to Gibbs phenomena in the Fourier transformation. One type of ringing effects often happens around edges and discontinuities due to the high frequency loss during blurring. The other type of ringing effects is due to the mismatch between nonstationary real blurred images and stationarity assumptions. Such phenomena have been observed by [2] , [9] , [11] . Since most original scenes are without ringing, such restoration results are usually undesirable. Therefore, the deblurring approach needs to be designed for both types of ringing reduction.
Furthermore, in Bayesian estimation, a generic prior model needs to represent common descriptive or generative information from an observed image. Such prior distributions can be translation and scale-invariant for representing a global image. Natural image statistics based prior learning has such properties to represent image structure, textures [12] , discontinuities and blurred edges [9] . On the other hand, natural images are often inhomogeneous with piecewise uniform regions separated by edges and discontinuities. Therefore, the measure of distributions of local edges, textures as well as the pixel intensity values can be used as local spatial conditions for ringing reduction in image reconstruction.
Different from Fergus's work [9] , [4] , [5] , our approach has several effects. First, through some observations and experiments, we classify natural blurred images into three main groups so that we can design an efficient method. Second, in contrast to previous work [4] , [5] , [9] , [13] , natural image statistics is used not only for kernel estimation in a global image but also for piecewise image reconstruction in a newly designed regularization function. Therefore, we obtain an approach, which can use the scale-invariant statistical prior for kernel estimation and integrate local spatial conditions for deblurring with ringing reduction.
Variational Bayesian Modeling for Kernel Estimation
During the image blurring period, the changes of image discontinuities and edge gradients are larger and more representative than the changes in the piecewise homogeneous regions. Therefore, we construct a probabilistic model based on marginal distributions of image gradients. We process the gradients of f and g and construct the new convolution equation using the original equation g = h * f + η. Suppose we have a model which tells how a number sequence ∇f = ∇f (1), ..., ∇f (t) transforms into a sequence ∇g = ∇g(1), ..., ∇g(t), we then have ∇g(t) = ∇f (t) * h + η(0, σ 2 ) with zero-mean identical and independently distributed (iid) Gaussian noise.
Based on this model, the Bayesian MAP estimation utilizes an input P (∇g) to achieve two convergent posteriors p(h)and p(∇f ), and is formulated in,
In order to apply this model, the model needs to be given in probabilistic terms, which means stating the joint distribution of all the variables in the model. In principle, any joint distribution can be regarded as a model, but in practice, the joint distribution will have a simple form. Here, in p(∇f, h|∇g), we can easily obtain a more stable prior distribution, e.g., the log-histogram of image gradients. The prior P (∇f ) on the restored image gradients is a Gaussian mixture model. The blur kernel prior P (h) is a mixture of K blur kernel parametric models with exponential distributions. Some constraints are used for applying the equation such as non-negativity, and energy preservation during the deblurring. 
Natural Image Statistics for Global Prior Learning
A generic prior distribution can be incorporated into a probability distribution as a prior model which will bias learning algorithms. For this objective, a translation and scale-invariant prior can be obtained via natural image statistics.
From a combination of psychophysical and computational approaches, Field [14] , [15] has presented that real cluttered images obey heavy-tailed distributions in their gradients. The distribution of gradients has most of its mass on small values but gives significant probability to large values in a Student's t-distribution. Later, Olshausen et al. [15] have proposed an approach to understanding such response properties of visual neurons and their relationship to the statistical structure of natural images in terms of efficient coding. In image processing, [10] , [16] have shown the non-Gaussian nature of the probability distribution, e.g., high kurtosis, heavy tails; it can be approximated in an exponential function family with exponent less than 1. These heavy-tailed natural image priors have shown in many state-of-the-art methods, e.g., image segmentation [1] , [12] , denoising [10] , [17] , removing camera shake [9] , etc.
To compute such distributions, one way is to compute the joint statistics of derivative filters at different locations, sizes or orientations [13] . The other way is to observe marginal statistics of more complicated feature detectors [18] . We extend these methods to yielding a translation and scale invariant prior. For example, Fig. 2 illustrates this fact and shows several natural images and their histograms of gradient magnitudes. Similar histograms are observed for vertical derivative filters and for the gradient magnitude ∇I x and ∇I y .
Variational Bayesian Ensemble Learning for Kernel Estimation
Based on the Eq. 1, we can easily find that marginalizing the posterior distribution is difficult. We cannot take a point estimate (e.g., the MAP estimate) because this leads to overfitting. Therefore it is necessary to approximate the posterior density by a more tractable form for which it is possible to achieve any necessary probability mass of the posterior.
Variational ensemble learning [7] , [19] , [4] , [9] is a method for parametric approximations of the posterior distributions. It assumes a Gaussian distribution or another parametric distribution, in which the mean and the variance are allowed to evolve during the learning process. The distributions for each estimated gradient and blur kernel element are represented by their mean and variance. The original full posterior p(∇f, h|∇g) is then approximated by a tractable distribution q(∇f, h) by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler information which acts as a distance measure between the two distributions. It is formulated as,
The Kullback-Leibler information is greater than or equal to zero, with equality if and only if the two distributions, p(∇f, h|∇g) and q(∇f, h) are equivalent.
Training and learning the approximating ensemble can be done by assuming a fixed parametric form for the ensemble (for instance assuming a product of Gaussian). As a consequence, the parameters of the distributions can be set to minimize the cost function. Therefore, the q(∇f, h) → q(∇f, h, σ 2 ) can be further approximated by adding a noise prior σ −2 (inverse variance) in the form of a Gamma distribution. Thus, we have hyper-parameters x, y : p(σ 2 |x, y) = Γ (σ −2 |x, y). The variational posterior is q(σ −2 ) in a Gamma distribution. If we note that the term p(∇g) is constant over all the models, we can define a cost function C KL to obtain the optimum approximating distribution,
where the subindex of C KL denotes the variables that are marginalized over in the cost function. In general, they are the unknown variables of the model. Because of the product form of the true posterior density, the cost function C KL can be factorized into a sum of simpler terms. The Kullback-Leibler measure will be sensitive to probability mass in the true posterior distribution rather than the absolute value of the distribution itself.
Iterative Reweighted Energy Function for Deblurring
In this section, we first discuss the deblurring error and ringing effects which are closely related to local spatial structures within an image. Then we propose an iterative reweighted energy function using natural image statistical prior weights and image local spatial conditions for deblurring with ringing reduction.
According to g = h * f + η, using the Tikhonov-Miller regularized solution, the restored imageF in the frequency domain is,
where G, H, F are the DFT of g, h, f , respectively, (u, v) are the spatial frequency variables, L(u, v) represents a regularizing operator with a regularization parameter α. T (u, v) deviates from the inverse of the blur kernel H −1 (u, v). The deviation is expressed by the error spectrum E(u, v; α) = 1 − T (u, v; α)H(u, v) . The restored imageF in the frequency domain is given by,
where the restoration error is F (u, v) − F (u, v) . On the right side, the second term denotes the error due to the use of filter T , i.e., a regularization error; the third term presents the noise η magnification error. There exists an optimal value α between two types of errors. The noise magnification error has a global degrading effect resulting from the observed noise. Also, the regularization error is a function of F , and its effect will therefore be related strongly to the local spatial structures encountered within the image. Ringing effects can be seen as a structure dependent phenomenon and can be classified as a regularization error. Therefore, we propose an iterative reweighted regularization function which can use the measure distributions of local edges, textures as well as the pixel intensity values for image deblurring. Similar to Eq. 1, p(g|f, h) follows a Gaussian distribution and p(f ) is prior with some constraint conditions,
where J (f |h, g) = − log{p(g|f, h)p(f )} express that the energy cost J is equivalent to the negative log-likelihood of the data [19] , [2] , [1] . λ is a regularization parameter that controls the trade-off between the fidelity to the observation and smoothness of the restored image. The smoothness constraint c 1 (x) is an regularization operator and usually is a high-pass filter. The energy function achieves an optimal result by searching for f minimizing the reconstruction error (g − h * f ) 2 and the weights prior w 2 controlling f to be satisfactorily smooth. The weights w 1 and w 2 reduce these ringing effects adaptively to achieve better visual evaluation. w 1 = 1, if the data at x is reliable, otherwise w 1 = 0; the image weight
is the local variance of the observed image g(x) at x in a P × Q window, k is a contrast parameter. However, it is difficult to directly compute such local variances in a small moving window for a single blurred image and its unknown ideally restored image. In contrast to most existing approaches [2] , [9] , we use the distributions of statistical edge gradients as the local prior weights, which can bias the results. We use a w 2 = exp
from a general exponential function family which has effects similar to w 2 [20] .
The heavy-tailed curve of w 2 is directly controlled by using the image statistical prior distribution. The cost function of this equation is minimized in an iterative reweighted optimization approach [21] via conjugate gradient descent.
Experiments and Discussion
Experiments on real blurred images are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. We perform our experiments on entirely nonstationary blurred images which are collected from videos and photos in real environments.
Implementation of Blur Kernel Estimation and Deblurring
We firstly present the implementation of blur kernel estimation in the variational Bayesian ensemble learning. Sequentially, we describe the deblurring with ringing reduction in our suggested iterative reweighted energy function.
Weakly-Supervised Variational Bayesian Learning.
According to the cost function C KL in Eq. 3, the parameters of the distributions are minimized alternately using the coordinate descent method. The most crucial part is the initial value that we choose the means of the distributions q(h) and q(∇f ) (a trained prior distribution from another similar type of blurred images). The variance σ 2 is given high value due to the uncertainty of the initial value. The minimization is repeated until the change in C KL becomes negligible. The ensemble learning algorithm is provided online by Miskin and Mackay [4] . Furthermore, multi-scale [10] , [9] and multigrid [22] methods have been proven to be very useful in computer vision. These methods can avoid local minima. Following Fergus et al. [9] and Simoncelli [10] , we implement our algorithm using multi-scale based coarseto-fine refinements. At the coarsest level, the blur kernel is initialized at a very coarse level. The initial estimation for ideal image gradients is then adapted to the blur kernel till the edge gradients distribution is well adjusted. At the finest resolution, the blur kernel is fully interpolated.
Iterative Reweighted Energy Function for Deblurring with Ringing
Deduction and Denoising. During the image deconvolution, most of the ringing effects are generated either by the non-accurate blur kernels or by spatialvariant blur around the objects. Our suggested regularization function is designed based on the analysis of ringing effects. The weight distributions in the energy function can be approximated by using image statistical prior distributions which can be computed from other same types of learned blurred images. During image deblurring and image reconstruction, the conjugate gradient descent method minimizes the residual error in an iterative manner. The weight distribution is automatically updated based on the previously iterative restored image results in the spatial domain. Therefore, it needs more computation time. 
Deblurring and Reconstruction on Nonstationary Blurred Data
To evaluate this algorithm, the performance of the approach has been investigated by using different types of real images. In these experiments, first, we show that it is easy to get ringing effects in normal deblurring methods. Second, we reconstruct several types of blurred images and compare the results with other methods. Finally, we make a summary of the suggested approach. The first experiment is performed for an indoor image, shown in Fig. 3 . Based on the estimated blur kernel in Fig. 5(a) , we reconstruct this image using two methods. We can easily find that the classical Richardson-Lucy (RL) method can achieve sharp deblurring results but suffers from stronger ringing effects. Fig. 3(c) is reconstructed using our suggested method with natural image statistical prior weights and space-adaptive smoothing. Compared to the RL method, the reconstructed result in our method is smoother and without ringing effects.
The second experiments present image restoration on blurred images to demonstrate the deblurring and restoration results of the proposed algorithm. The restored images are illustrated in Fig. 4 and their identified blur kernels are shown in Fig. 5 , respectively. In this experiment, we compare our deblurring with a multi-scale based RL methods that was used by Fergus et al. [9] . From the results, we note that the multi-scale RL method can achieve sharp restoration results but the noise is also amplified, shown in Fig. 4(b) column. Our method can achieve the sharp deblurring results with more smoothing surfaces due to different reconstruction mechanism, shown in Fig. 4(c) . In this experiment, we show three blurred images with different illumination, contrast and environments. The first image is an indoor image of a person, the second image of a copper sculpture has some reflections, and the third one has cluttered movements in the evening. The results show the robustness of image deblurring and reconstruction of the suggested approach for different types of nonstationary real blurred images.
From these experiments, we note that these estimated blur kernels cannot be simply represented by a parametric model. The reason is the random movements and different noise influences (illumination, projective distortion based blur changing, reflections etc.) during the image formation period. In a sense, based on natural image statistics, we can estimate blur kernels in a variational Bayesian learning method and restore and reconstruct the images sequentially in an iterative reweighted energy function. On the other hand, we also note that image noise is smoothed during image deconvolution in our approach.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have suggested a new approach for weak-supervised image deconvolution with ringing reduction. The integration of variational Bayesian learning and natural image statistics can achieve high-accuracy blur identification. Furthermore, based on the analysis of ringing and noise effects, we have proposed an iterative reweighted energy function for image deblurring and perceptual image reconstruction. In particular, the approach makes effective use of the natural image statistics prior through the learning scheme. By alternating the radius of the natural image statistics, the image statistical prior distribution is not only used for blur kernel estimation in a single blurred image but also used as the local spatial prior weights for image deblurring and reconstruction with ringing reduction in an iterative reweighted energy function. A thorough evaluation has shown that the proposed approach has more flexibilities for identifying and restoring blurred images with ringing reduction in real environments.
